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Feature Release V1.1.3 
 

 

Release NO. 

UMH160UIG_1.1.3.WVUpgrade 

Release Date 

April 1, 2023 

New Feature 

1. Newly add decode output resolution: 720x480i59.94. 

2. Newly add output format: SD 4:3. 

Resolved Issues 

1. Resolved the issue that when multiplexes different streams from different sources, the 

output would have Priority2 PCR accuracy error. 

2. Resolved the issue that using public transport protocols can cause excessive CPU 

usage. 

3. Resolved the issue that the decode output would be abnormal while using auto mode 

to decode the program which under 480P.  

4. Resolved the issue that the 16 * 9 input program is identified as 4 * 3 at 480 * 720 

resolution. 

5. Resolved the issue that when switching streams, there is a small probability that they 

cannot be decoded. 

6. Resolved the issue that couldn't descramble the ts which the ts structure doesn't 

contain the CA descriptor. 

7. Resolved the issue that stuttering audio occurs when converting HLS input to IP output. 

Test Results 

   positive 

Remaining Issues 

1. UI gets unresponsive. 

2. Sometimes receiver doesn't lock HLS streams. 
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Feature Release V1.1.2 
 

 

Release NO. 

UMH160UIG_1.1.2.WVUpgrade 

Release Date 

November 4, 2022 

New Feature 

1. Support BISS descramble feature. 

2. Support SNMP feature. 

3. Support Cardless CA feature 

4. Support logo custom feature. 

5. Newly add Link Margin status display at DVB-S2/S2X. 

Resolved Issues 

1. Resolved the issue that when DVB-S2X tuner receive the total bitrate was higher than 

130M, the encoding would be abnormal. 

2. Resolved the issue that when switch the SDI output to CVBS output, the SDI output 

would be grainy screen. 

3. Resolved the issue that the descramble status is unstable.  

4. Resolved the issue that there’s a low possibility that the subtitle couldn’t display. 

5. Resolved the issue that when change the frequency and channel standard, there’s a 

low possibility that the bitrate is not correct. 

Test Results 

   positive 

Remaining Issues 

1. Multiplex feature would have PCR accuracy error(low possibility). 

2. AVS2 streaming would be stuck. 
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Feature Release V1.1.0 
 

 

Release NO. 

UMH160UIG_1.1.0.WVUpgrade 

Release Date 

August 15, 2022 

New Feature 

1. Support Tuner (Optional). 

2. Support encoding(HDMI、CVBS、2 channels SDI、4K、AES\EBU) output. 

3. Support 2 groups unbalanced audio output 

4. Support 2 channels descramble. 

5. Support 4 channels IP input、2 channels IP output (single program ) 

6. Support multiplexing feature. 

7. Support 2 channels ASI input, 2 channels ASI output. 

8. Support 2 groups balanced audio output. 

Resolved Issues 

1. Resolved the issue that under CI descrambling environment and reboot the chassis, 

the HDMI and SDI output would be not fluent. Switch to other program, the HDMI and SDI 

output turn to normal. 

2. Resolved the issue that use S2 receive tuner would still be locked even receive the 

stream over 100M, but at Web only display 5、6M. 

3. Resolved the issue that reboot the chassis, the status page doesn’t display the 

program name. 

4. Resolved the issue that the decoding delay is bigger than 1s. 

5. Resolved the issue that the CVBS output would have noise at some specific stream. 
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Test Results 

   positive 

Remaining Issues 

1. Multiplex the stream would have PCR accuracy error. 

2. The reboot time and update time are too long. 

3. Use the specific stream, it would be choppy  after decoding. 

4. Use HLS protocol to receive the stream, it would have the PCR error.  
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